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Comments

lazarljubenovic • 14 points • 28 April, 2019 01:52 PM 

That sub is pure cancer.

XxfagxX • 6 points • 28 April, 2019 02:56 PM 

Thats why i fucked with them.

OnlyHanzo • 8 points • 28 April, 2019 05:15 PM 

Is that seriously the female version of "trolling" or even "humor"? Hell, they are pathetic.

skullsquid1999 • -2 points • 30 April, 2019 02:00 PM 

what's absolutely pathetic and laughable is men thinking they should have a say in what women do with their
bodies :( and they feel like their opinions are weighted the same as the ones who are actually forced to go
through a pregnancy :( a shame :(

raveraveravearoo • 1 point • 9 June, 2019 06:58 AM 

It's the corpse of an other (the body inside of a womans body) which is discarded, genius, not 'their'
body. This obvious point has been made a million times before though and yet your kind persists in
ignorance, so I don't expect you to change. Also, y'all never have a problem when men are pro-abortion,
so get real. Pro-life women don't seem to factor into your deluded reasoning either. SHAME. And who's
being "forced" to go through a pregnancy? Newsflash, the vaaaast majority of unborn child murders
aren't commited because a rape (force) was involved, they happen because irresponsible reality-denying
liars like you control the culture and can get away anything. How very oppressed you must be.

skullsquid1999 • 1 point • 9 June, 2019 11:45 AM 

First of all, a fetus in early stages of development is not a child. It is a bunch of cells. It has no
concept of life. Abortions in this stage is nothing more than removing dead cells. It is not a child.
Abortions that take place after 20 weeks account for <1% of abortions. Those are done one babies
who are stillborn, and whose mothers do not want to carry a dead child to term. Also, you fail to see
the pretty obvious issue: no one should be forced to carry a child they do not want. It is not solely the
woman's fault. Condoms break, birth control fails, it is not due to irresponsibility. There are plenty of
states who do not offer free contraception to women, not do they offer outlets (like planned
parenthood) to help them and give them resources to not get pregnant in the first place. And what
about the guys? Are you going to force the men who get these women pregnant to stay, or is the
woman suppose to take full responsibility? Why do you think a child, who is not wanted in the first
place, should be born into a family who will resent it? A family who already can't afford it?
Pregnancy is a physically and emotionally draining thing that, newflash, a good chunk of women do
not want. You are so far gone in your own arrogance, that you prioritize a life that hasn't even
developed over a life of a person who has a life, and who's life will be more greatly affected. Your
words mean nothing to me, and I will rather listen to experts than some fuck on reddit who has,
evidently, no idea what they're talking about. Not fixing women the right to choose is control, and it's
a decision that has been made by men who cannot get pregnant.

Cheekibreeki401k • 2 points • 28 April, 2019 06:54 PM 
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She’s been pregnant for 10 months? I don’t think that’s how it do.

dknips • 0 points • 30 April, 2019 09:49 PM 

the dude legit said he is anti-black lives matter. that’s worse than making an abortion joke.

cool_username__ • 0 points • 1 May, 2019 04:24 AM 

Also late term abortions are almost always for when the baby and/or mother is sick and will not make it, needing
to terminate to save the mother's life or not have the baby suffer. They are usually wanted pregnancys that is a
very hard thing for the mother to do. People that don't understand that piss me off so much

GooseMan126[S] • 0 points • 1 May, 2019 10:55 AM 

I am totally ok with abortion in cases of complications
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